OUR STORY

Transforming Data Into Answers
Providing the clarity, command, and confidence to
securely move your business forward
Innovation is a funny thing, in a cosmic sort of way. While it’s driving your business forward, it’s also exposing it to new risks
which can really slow you down. Vulnerabilities increase, threat vectors multiply, operating a high-performing IT infrastructure
gets harder. To ensure our organizations benefit from the latest connected technologies while remaining protected from the
risks they introduce, all security and IT pros have to do is make sense of this teensy weensy paradox. If only it were that simple.
That’s where Rapid7 comes in. Our solutions make your data more productive, unlocking the answers you need to deter, detect,
and remediate attacks and vulnerabilities and optimize IT operations. How? It all begins with our researchers and developers
around the world collecting data and serving it up to the community and our products. Project Heisenberg honeypots. Project
Sonar internet-wide scans. The hundreds of thousands who participate in the Metasploit Framework. We have the data and
threat intelligence to model attacker behavior and prioritize risk. This insight feeds our products and our platform; in other
words, provides the answers you need to pwn that innovation paradox.
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Products
Metasploit | Penetration testing for offensive security teams
InsightVM | Vulnerability management for an ever-evolving threat landscape
AppSpider | Security testing for today’s complex applications
InsightIDR | Complete incident detection and response, SIEM, and UBA
InsightOps | Log search and analytics for total infrastructure awareness

6,200

6,200 customers across
100+ countries

Services
Rapid7 Managed

Rapid7 Consulting

Managed Detection and Response
Managed Vulnerability Management
Managed Application Security

Advisory Services
Penetration Testing Services
Incident Response Services
IoT Security Services
Training and Deployment Services

14

14 offices around
the globe

We play nice with your friends
The last thing you need is another stand-alone solution. That’s why Rapid7 has
more than 80 technology integrations with best-in-breed vendors including
Amazon, Palo Alto Networks, Splunk, FireEye, Microsoft, Cisco, HP, ServiceNow,
BMC, and more.

38%

References? Sure, we’ve got a few.
Rapid7 provides solutions for 6,200+ customers from a broad range of industries,
including some of the world’s largest financial institutions, healthcare and energy
providers, technology and communication companies, universities, retailers, and
manufacturers, as well as U.S. and other national, state, and local government
agencies.
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count on Rapid7

When everybody’s educated, everybody wins
We believe security is the responsibility of technology users, manufacturers, and
intermediaries alike, and that collaboration is the only way to affect meaningful
change. That’s why Rapid7 is committed to openly sharing security insights
uncovered by our Research team, shaping and supporting policies, standards, and
legislation that benefit the infosec community, and always innovating new ways
to help our peers learn, grow, and develop new capabilities.

Transform your data into doing
Contact Rapid7 today to find out
how we can help turn your disparate
data into decisive answers.

We’re going to need a bigger trophy case

North America Sales

Not only is Rapid7 recognized year after year for our amazing employee culture
and as a best place to work, our products, services, and talented people are
heavily decorated as well.
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